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March 2023 Bare Root Hosta List  
Please order in multiples of fives! 

       

 

Featured Hostas 
Here are the new and exciting introductions for 2023. 

Please remember to order in multiples of fives! 
* GHF Introduction 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

‘Quicksand’ 
 

‘Alana’s Laugh’ 

‘Skywriter’ 

‘Little Squirt’ 

‘Liam’s Smile’ 
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Medium to Large Hosta Availability for March 2023 
Bare Root Plants: Please order in multiples of five. 

Ready for immediate delivery! 
                                                       * GHF Introduction 
 
‘Alana’s Laugh’ Medium. NEW. This waxy blue hosta has nicely ruffled leaves with purple 
petioles and sometimes some blue in the leaf. The leaves are light and airy and hold their blue 
color well. $15 
*‘Ambrosia’ PPAF Large. Waxy, blue leaves with a light-yellow center, ‘Guacamole’ sport with 
very fragrant flowers. $10  
‘Aphrodite’ Large. Double flowered form of H. plantaginea. SPECIAL $6 
‘Big Bubba’ Very Large. NEW. Upright blue green, somewhat unruly leaves that are 
loosely cupped, folded, and ruffled. Throw in a few puckers and you have a great big 
good old boy hosta. $12 
*‘Blazing Hot’ Large. The wide green margin perfectly frames the bright yellow center 
as the leaves emerge in spring. The leaf centers do green up some as it gets hot. $12 
*‘Bluebird of Happiness’ Medium. This tetraploid seeding features thick leaves with super 
substance that fold and wave, perhaps reminding you of a bird of paradise. $12 
‘Brocade’ Medium. This bright and shiny hosta has leaves that are highly ruffled with the 
petiole pinched at the base of the leaf blade beautifully reflecting sunlight. $12 

‘Big Bubba’ ‘Oyster Bar’ 

‘Talking Point’ 

‘Buttonwood Bay’ 
‘Zucchini Fries’ 

‘One-trip Salad Bar’ 



*‘Buttonwood Bay’ Medium. NEW. Our new very blue hosta reminds me of moving waves, 
continuously rolling west toward the tropical sunset. Its very blue pointed leaves are tightly 
ruffled making a neat, symmetric mound. $18 
‘Colleen Marie’ Medium. Deep golden yellow leaves that stay yellow all summer and have a 
sea of ruffles along the margin flowing into a sharp point. $10 
*‘Doubled Up’ Medium. Tetraploid form of H. plantaginea with more compact leaves and 
better substance. $10   
*‘First Blush’PP28920 Medium. Green leaves with red petioles and red margins, then entire 
leaf blushes purplish red. Our first red-leafed hosta is a true breakthrough!   
Special 5+ $12, 20+ $10 
*‘Frost Giant’ Very Large. An upright stately clump of large pointed blue leaves with 
bright yellow margins. $10 
‘Gold Angel’ Very Large. Yellow version of ‘Blue Angel’ that can tolerate some sun. $12 
‘Golden Falls’ Very Large. Upright cascading long-pointed leaves, with many deeply 
impressed veins flowing down, and tight ripples on the leaf edges. $8 
*H. sieboldiana ‘Hakama Souvenir’ Large, rare form of H. sieboldiana from Japan with 
narrow blue, green leaves with arching foliage. 18 vein pairs and vigorous grower. $10 
‘Hillary’ Medium. This medium hosta grabs your attention with the uniquely shaped 
leaves that are rounded, domed, and have prominent veins. Additionally, this seedling 
from Charlie Kwick keeps its yellow color all summer long. $10 
‘I Dream of Jeanne’ Large. Classic bright golden heart-shaped leaves with light waves 
and impressive blooms of flowers. $10 
‘Jasmine’ Large. NEW. Probably tetraploid, the very shiny thick green leaves with 
prominent veins are topped in late summer with very fragrant flowers that smell like 
Jasmine. $15 
‘Jet Black’ Large. Very waxy light blue rounded leaves make a large, rounded mound. 
Impressive. $10 Limited 
*‘Lemon Snap’ Medium. Bright red petioles extend well into its cupped and puckered 
bright yellow leaves. Dark purple scapes and purple flowers. Very popular.  $15 
‘Liam’s Smile’ Medium. NEW. This hosta is a reliable blusher even here in North 
Carolina. The leaves become totally purple in Dan Heims’ garden in Oregon. The olive-
green ruffled leaves have wine-colored petioles with the purple oozing up filling the veins 
and into the leaf itself. $20 
*‘Love of My Life’ Medium. This hosta has bright yellow leaves with a green margin, 
purple petioles, and pink scapes. $12 
‘Millennium’ Large. Dark blue-green rounded leaves that are somewhat cupped and 
puckered with heavy substance. $10 
*‘Orange Marmalade’PP16742 Medium. Blue leaves with a yellow center that turns orange 
in May. $10 
*‘Oyster Bar’ Large. Upright sport of ‘Tidewater’ with creamy leaf margins and a very 
high vein count. A favorite of mine. $12  
*‘Peace and Quiet’ Medium. Sport of ‘Pandemonium’ with creamy white margins. Scapes 
are dark purple and filled with light purple flowers. $8 
‘Quicksand’ Medium. The arching ruffled pointed green leaves have yellow margins. A 
unique, and vigorous hosta from Doug Beilstein. $8  
‘Riverboat Queen’ Very large. Massive heart shaped 21-inch leaves that are puckered 
with folded ridges. $12 
*‘Rough Lemon’ Medium. Unique leaf shape with brilliant red petioles. Gorgeous yellow 
spring color and fast-growing habit. $15 
‘Rowan my Boat’ Medium. Puckered waxy blue leaves that are folded into petite 
kayaks. $8 



‘Skywriter’ Medium. NEW. Highly ruffled blue leaves stretch to a narrow point with their 
white leaf backs and purple petioles visible in a gentle breeze. $12 
‘Stag’s Leap’ Medium to Large. An upright hosta with creamy variegation that is much 
wider at the leaf tip. $10 
‘Sublime Lime’ Medium. Chartreuse-lime colored hosta with heart shaped, folded, and 
wavy leaves. $8 
*‘Sun Worshiper’ Medium. Fast growing hosta that holds its yellow color very well 
through the season. $8 
*‘Sunny Day’ Medium. Vibrant yellow upright hosta with rich purple petioles up into the 
leaf blade. $12 
‘Talking Point’ Medium. Long pointed blue leaves create an arching mound. A 
conversation piece. $12 
‘Titanium’ Medium. A very waxy blue hosta with nicely ruffled leaves and good 
substance. $10 
*‘Tom Terrific’ Large. A very upright yellow hosta with rounded leaves and rich purple 
petioles that are highly visible. Makes an impressive specimen clump.  $10  
*‘Twice as Nice’ Medium to Large. This tetraploid form of ‘Ambrosia’ is ‘Twice as Nice’. 
Yes, it is a little smaller and more compact but also has more substance and richer wide 

blue margins and a bright yellow leaf center. The flowers are fragrant, of course. $12 
‘Wildest Dreams’ Large. 13-inch green leaves with gray streaks and wide cream margins 
that undulate. $12 
*‘Windy City’ Very Large. NEW. Maybe the best of the very large, white-margined round 
leafed sports from the ‘Sum and Substance’ line. The light green leaves are larger than 
dinner plates with a wide white margin. $15  
 

 
 

Miniature and Small Hosta Availability for March 2023 
Minimum 5 each per cultivar 

 3” pots, flats of 20 or shipped bare root. 
      *GHF Introduction 

 

*‘Coconut Custard’ Mini. Bright yellow leaves with purple petioles. $10  
*‘Chili Fries’ Small. Sport of ‘Curly Fries’ with a dark green center and a narrow yellow 
leaf margin. Same ruffled narrow leaves. $10  
*‘Curly Fries’ Small. Ruffled, narrow yellow leaves with good substance. Classic. $8 
*‘Fairy Dust’ Mini. Our new very bright yellow mini that holds that color all season, with 
good substance, from 'Corkscrew' and 'Green Eyes'.  Perfect for the fairy garden $10 
‘Fruit Loop’ Small. Not quite a mini, this very small hosta has very bright wide white 
margins on cute little round leaves that are cupped and puckered. It has good substance 
and makes a tight, neat clump. $12 

‘Hawaiian Luau’ Small. Tetraploid form of ‘Pineapple Upsidedown Cake’ with a wider 
green margin on its narrow leaves. $10 
*‘Hide and Seek’ Mini. Comes up pure white and turns green just in time for the summer 
heat. $10 
*‘Lemon Zinger’ Mini. Feathery, narrow yellow leaves with a green margin, from 
‘Dragon Tails’. $8   
*‘Lettuce Wrap’ Small. Bibb lettuce-like leaves have good substance and makes a tight 
flat clump. Pretty purple flowers appear on mahogany scapes in mid-summer. $14 



‘Little Squirt’ Mini.  NEW. This little hosta grows quickly into a compact clump with long 
narrow leaves on short petioles. Slightly folded and ruffled green leaves make this 
clump look like a pin cushion. The white flowers on short scapes are perfectly 
proportioned. $10 
*‘One-trip Salad Bar’ Small. NEW. Some hostas just have the look of lettuce, Bibb 
lettuce; they really do. This sport of my little yellow hosta, ‘Lemon Kiss’ has very 
rounded, cupped leaves that are yellow with a dark green leaf center and seem to reach 
up waiting for you to pick it up. It is more sun tolerant and more vigorous than its parent. 
$15 
‘Out of the Fog’ Mini. White flecks and streaks on light green pointed leaves that are 
also folded and slightly wavy. $12 
*‘Tiki Bar’ Small. This variegated form of ‘Appletini’ has shiny, heart-shaped leaves with 
apple green centers that are surrounded by dark green margins. Excellent spring color.  
$14 
‘Twinkle Little Star’ Mini. Flat mound of wavy very blue foliage that is folded into star-
shaped points. Makes a dense clump. $10 
*‘Twist Tie’ Small. Spiky twisted blue leaves that have very good substance. One of the 
last hostas to go to sleep in the fall. Very fun. $8                      
‘Yippee’ Mini. Narrow leaves with white margins that are held upright Grows well. Cute! 
$10 
‘Zucchini Fries’ Small. NEW. This ‘Curly Fries’ seedling is a vigorous grower has 
narrow green wavy leaves with purple petioles. Makes a dense clump. $10 
  
 
 

We do have small quantities of many of our other hostas available at 
wholesale prices, just ask! 

 
Questions? Give us a call or email! 919-309-0649  

HostaBob@gmail.com   

 
 


